New Podcast Episode: AAF’s Team Regs on the Trump Administration’s Regulatory Policy
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It’s The AAF Exchange — your source for clear, data-driven insight into today’s economic and domestic policy issues.

Our fifth episode features AAF’s Team Regs, who provide an overview of the Trump Administration’s regulatory policy.

Director of Regulatory Policy Dan Bosch focuses on the administration’s deregulatory approach (check out his video here) and explains his fandom for his favorite sports team — the Buffalo Bills.

Senior Regulatory Policy Analyst Dan Goldbeck explains the regulatory budget process and introduces listeners to Reg Rodeo, a one-of-a-kind online database making federal regulations searchable, customizable, and reportable. He also discusses the regulations around the craft beer industry, along with his favorite local craft brewery.

Future episodes will answer other pressing policy questions, including:

- What’s driving the popularity of “Medicare for All”?
- What is the economic impact of immigration?
- What are the key steps to a sustainable federal budget?
- How should the housing-finance system be reformed?

Whether you’re on your lunch break or commuting home, The AAF Exchange will keep you up to speed on today’s most pressing policy issues.

Subscribe on iTunes or Soundcloud, or listen here.